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Converting Data Into Success  
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How I Grew The White Company
From £6m to £50m

Levers for growth:
 

Customer Data
Product Strategy
Channel Strategy

International
Brand



Levers of
Growth 

Customer Data 
"For retailers, granular

understanding of their customer
base could mean the difference

between survival and liquidation."

Product

Channel

Brand

International



New and Returning
Customers

Moving Annual Totals
and Trends

Average Selling Price per unit 

Key Metrics to Monitor

Gross and Net Sales

Average Order Value (AOV)

Average Units per Order (AUO)

CUSTOMER LIFETIME VALUE (LTV) + CUSTOMER ACQUISITION COST (CAC) = GROWTH

Average orders per customer (AOC)



Art, Science... or 
Nonsense?

The Basics of Attribution 

Marketing Attribution refers to the process of
identifying and assigning value to marketing
touchpoints that contribute to a delivered
outcome, such as a conversion or sale.



Tracker Based

State of Attribution

State of
Attribution

GA4 & GA3

Impression Based

Mixed Marketing
Modelling (MMM)

Based

Nothing

Sweet Holistic
Attribution



The  most significant difference between GA3 and GA4 is the way a sale is attributed to channels,
in other words, marketing attribution.  

GA4 offers it's own default data driven model to achieve this, a Google black box methodology,
that gives a multi-touch view of sales.

The data driven model is a significant step forward as GA3 was limited by it's single default
attribution model based on 'last non direct click'. This view only offered a single view of
customer, giving credit to the last channel click previous to any direct click. In the complex world
of multi-channel marketing this was far from ideal!



The Growth Model



Marketing Cost Metrics 



The Margin Calculator



Daily Drop by Drop Report
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Do you know how many new customers you need to deliver your growth target?

Do you have a model that supports your revenue forecasts based on customer metrics?

Do you know every week whether you are on the right track to hit your goals?

Do you know how much it costs to recruit a customer and if so does your marketing budget align?

Do you know the life time value of your customers?

Do you know your target ROAS and do you monitor it every day?

Do you optimise your ROAS for growth?

Do you obsess about marketing attribution without having the fundamentals in place?

The key questions to ask yourself:

Remember: CLV - CAC = Target ROAS = GROWTH



THANK YOU!

For more information visit www.sweetanalytics.com 
or contact a member of our team support@sweetanalytics.com

Please connect with me on LinkedIn
using the QR code below: 


